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Mold discouraged from returning
Scientist finds new solution
Finally there’s an alternative to the repeated use of toxic chemicals to kill mold again,
and again, and again to keep workspaces and living-spaces free of mold. Steve Smith
offers this simple solution: Use whatever product you wish to kill the mold once, and
then discourage it from coming back. His new product does just that. It’s called MoldResist™.
There are millions of varieties of mold and other Small Life; some varieties are
discouraged by one-thing-or-another, but some Small Life isn’t much bothered by a lot of
things. Modern medicine had found an effective solution to many drug-resistant
diseases: Combination therapy. You may not be able to kill an infection with any one
thing, but you can effectively discourage one or even a broad spectrum with half-a-dozen
different things, even in fairly small doses.
The same principle works for molds.
Steve Smith is a Consulting Scientist, and a prolific inventor. Many of his inventions
begin as, “I made something for a friend to solve a problem: It worked.”

He invented Mold-Resist a few years ago, when a friend asked him for a solution to mold
that chronically grew under a carpet on a wood floor. Knowing that all Life has a sense
of taste, even Small Life, it was from there straightforward to assemble a formulation of
things that taste bad to molds, bacteria, fungi, algae, just a wide range of Small Life, but
were essentially non-hazardous to people. A couple of his friends tried it, and it worked.
It was accidentally forgotten until early in 2008, and now finally brought to market.
Now, in this challenging economic climate, protecting your living-space and health has a
renewed importance. Mold-Resist is now available on-line at www.moldresist.com. The
painting contractor, property manager, builder or remodeler who knows how to address
mold concerns now has an extra edge, and right now that’s even more important for
them. At only pennies a square foot, it’s very inexpensive, and that’s important, too.
For more information, contact Steve Smith at 800-234-0330 or visit
www.moldresist.com.

